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Introduction. In 1964 C. W. Curtis classified the absolutely irreducible modular

representations of a large class of groups, the so called finite groups of Lie type.

This was done by finding in each irreducible module an element, called a weight

element, which is an eigenvector for certain elements in the modular group algebra;

proving that two irreducible modules are isomorphic if and only if the correspond-

ing eigenvalues (the collection of such being called a weight) are equal ; and finally

by determining which weights are associated with irreducible modules, i.e. which

weights actually occur. This paper is a continuation of Curtis' work. We construct

the absolutely irreducible modular representations of a finite group of Lie type by

finding weight elements in the modular group algebra which generate a full set of

nonisomorphic minimal left ideals.

In some work of Steinberg and Curtis (see [14] and [6]) these representations

were constructed for the covering groups of the Chevalley groups using the repre-

sentations of the associated modular Lie algebras. The discussion given here avoids

the Lie algebras altogether. Instead we construct each irreducible submodule of

certain induced modules by finding the required weight elements. We prove at the

same time that these induced modules have multiplicity free socles. Some remarks

are made about the related questions of degrees and block structure of these

representations.

The finite groups of Lie type whose representations were classified by Curtis in [7]

were defined by a large number of axioms. These apparently consisted of basic

properties possessed by all known examples of such groups, the Chevalley groups

and variations thereon as defined by Steinberg [13], for example. A simplified axiom

scheme is used here, the heart of which is the axioms for groups with BN pairs

(Tits [16]). The groups discussed in [7] satisfy the simplified axioms.

The disadvantage of introducing new axioms is that the classification described

in the first paragraph of this introduction must be redone. The proofs in this re-

working are always similar to Curtis' but rarely identical, for the new axioms are

enough weaker that some of the properties Curtis used do not follow from them.

The advantages of reworking the classification theorem are twofold. First, the

theorem is proved in greater generality. Secondly, the commutator relation is never

assumed. It is usually replaced by arguments involving lengths of words in the Weyl

group. The effect is to clarify the role of the root system in the classification

theorem.
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Many of the preliminary results of Chapter II, whose aim is to imbed a root

system in a group with a BN pair, are undoubtedly known in some form or other to

many people. The idea for them was given to the author by Curtis who in turn

obtained it from Tits. According to Benson [1] some of the preliminary lemmas were

given in a course by Feit at Harvard University in 1963-64 and some of these are

recorded in [1]. So far as the author knows, the main results of Chapter II have

never been published. However, one should see Tits' paper [17] (which should

appear soon) for some more general theorems.

After this paper was submitted, the author became acquainted with Robert

Steinberg's Lectures on Chevalley groups [15]. In §§12-14 of these lectures he deals

with the representation theory of the Chevalley groups and twisted types, and §13

overlaps Chapter III of this paper a great deal. Most of his arguments carry over to

the axiom scheme used here. (See the remarks following 3.9 and 3.17.)

The author owes a great deal of thanks to Professor Curtis who suggested the

problems dealt with here and who provided help and encouragement during the

preparation of this paper. Thanks are also due to Professors Clark Benson and

James Humphreys for their many helpful conversations with the author. The referee

must be thanked for a careful reading and for observing a redundancy in the

hypothesis of 3.17.

Notation and assumptions. The abstract group given by generators xx,..., xn

and relations rt(xi,..., xn) each of which is some word in the x/s for 1 úiíkm

(alternatively a group with presentation G = <[xx,..., xn : rt(xx,..., xn), 1 ̂  i^«z»

is F/N where F is the free group on the x's and N is the smallest normal subgroup of

F which contains the r's. If G' is any group generated by yx,..., yn such that

r~i(yi, ■ ■ -, yn)=l m G', then Xj^-y} extends to a homomorphism G^-G'. 1(g)

is the unique integer such that g may be expressed as a word in the Xi's of length

1(g) but not of a word in the x¡'s of any shorter length. If g e G, a reduced expression

for g is a word in the x/s of length 1(g).

We assume familiarity with representation theory background for which may be

found in [9]. From Clifford's Theorem 49.7 [9], it follows that the kernel of an

irreducible representation of a group in a field of characteristic p contains every

normal /z-subgroup of that group. For G a group, K a field, H^G, M and N KH

and KG modules respectively, M° denotes the 7CG module induced from M and N\H

denotes the KH module obtained from N by restriction. For P a /z-group and K an

algebraically closed field of characteristic p, KP is a local algebra, KP^ KK® radKP

and

rad KP = <l-p : p eP} = f £ <*PP ■ 2 <**> = °V

For G a group, K a field X a subset of G, X=J,xeX xeKG and Xg=g~1Xg.
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I. BN pairs and root systems: Background.

Definition 1.1 (Tits [16]). A group G has a BN pair if there exist subgroups

B and N of G such that <[B, A> = G, H=(B n N)<N, N/H=W is generated by

involutions sx,..., sn and

(a) sßwcBwB u BSiwB, !SiSn,weW,

(b) SiBSi^B, ISiSn.

W is called the Weyl group of the BN pair and zz is called its rank.

Notice that the symbols st and w in 1.1 stand for cosets of H in A, but since

H SB left, right and double cosets of B whose coset representatives are indicated by

st or w are well defined. This convention in notation is well established, and we will

not need to choose coset representatives for cosets of Hin N until Chapter III.

Bruhat Theorem 1.2 (Tits [16]). If G has a BN pair, then

(a) G=(JweWBwB,

(b) BwB = Bw'B for w, w' e W implies w=w',

(c) l(stw) > l(w) for ISiSn and we W implies stBw s Bs,wB.

The definition of BN pair was probably motivated by a close examination of

Chevalley's paper [3] in which he associated with every complex simple Lie algebra

an infinite family of simple groups. Each group so constructed has a 2?Apair. With

each complex simple Lie algebra we can associate a unique root system (which is a

geometric object and will be defined below); and conversely, from every simple

root system which satisfies a certain crystallographic condition we can construct

a complex simple Lie algebra by generators and relations. Thus the source of the

Chevalley groups is ultimately the root system, and the dependence on the root

system is further intensified by the fact that in proving most of the properties of the

Chevalley groups, one prefers to refer to the root system rather than the Lie

algebra. For example, the argument which establishes 1.1(a) for the Chevalley

groups (Lemma 10 in [3]) is very geometric. This chapter and the next show that the

axioms for a BN pair are strong enough to bury a root system inside a group with a

BN pair.

We now discuss root systems and finite groups generated by reflections briefly.

Proofs may be found in [2], Séminaire Chevalley, Exposé 14 or in the appendix

of [15].

Let V be an zz-dimensional real Euclidean space whose inner product is ( , ).

An orthogonal linear transformation í of V is called a reflection if s^ 1 and s fixes

some hyperplane pointwise. It follows that if r is a vector perpendicular to that

hyperplane then 5 is given by

20% r)       f      n       ,/
sr: v -> v—r—r- r,    for all veV.

(r,r)

Note that s2 = 1 and that sr(r)= —r.

If IF is a finite group generated by reflections let A be the set of all unit vectors

which are perpendicular to the hyperplane fixed by some reflection in W. We can
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show that if r, r' e A, then sr(r') e A by observing that sr(r') is a unit vector per-

pendicular to the hyperplane associated with the reflection s^sp1, which is then

j^r-) of course. It follows that (W, A) is a permutation group such that (1) A is finite

and generates V (if A did not generate V then we could consider V the space

generated by A and show that IF fixed the space orthogonal to V pointwise and so

we would lose nothing by replacing V with V), (2) r and tr e A for some real

number t implies that z= ± 1, and (3) r e A implies that there exists the reflection

sr e W, and the sr's generate W. Any set A of vectors which satisfies (l)-(3) is called

a root system, and the group W generated by the ir's, r e A, is called a Weyl group.

If A is a root system we call a subset II s A a base forif(l)nisa vector space basis

for V and (2) if every r' e A has an expression

ren

with all the zr's either nonnegative or nonpositive. Every root system contains a base

and its Weyl group is generated by the sr's for r e II. The length l(w) of an element

w in the Weyl group is always with respect to these generators. The roots in a base

are enumerated r1;..., rn and are called fundamental roots, and the corresponding

reflections, st written for su, are also fundamental. Every root is the image of some

fundamental root by an element in W. For r¡ e ttÇz n, we often write st e -it or just

z e7T.

For a given base we define the sets of positive and negative roots in the obvious

way. Namely

A+ = [%UrieA:ti^0,l = i = n\

and

A" = j 2 Urt e A : *, á 0,1 ú i â «}•

If reA+(A") we often write r>0 (<0). For we IF define

M = {reA+ : w(r) > 0},       A" = {reA + : w(r) < 0}

and «(w)=|A~|. Thus A=A+ u A- and A+=A¿ uA„" for we IF.

Lemma 1.3 (Solomon [12]). For w e W and st a fundamental reflection

(i) A-S( = {r(} U st(A - ) and n(ws¡) = n(w) +1 if w(rt) > 0,

(ii) A - = {rt} U st( A -Sl) and n(wst) = n(w) -1 if w(r¡) < 0,

(hi) «(w) = /(h'), and

(iv) w has a reduced expression siL ■ ■ ■ sik ending in slk if and only if w(rik) < 0.

The following corollary is also mentioned in Solomon's paper.

Corollary 1.4. There exists a unique element w0e W with maximal length.

w0(A+)=A" and w% = 1.
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We have just seen how a root system is canonically attached to a finite group

generated by reflections. The Weyl group of a BN pair is isomorphic to a group

generated by reflections if it is finite, and the proof of this fact proceeds in three

steps.

In [11] Matsumoto proves the following two theorems, the second of which he

attributes to Iwahori.

Theorem 1.5. If W=(sx,..., i„> is the Weyl group of a BN pair, then the

generators of W satisfy the following condition called C.

C. If sfl- ■ ■ sik is a reduced word and if sio is such that j^s^• ■ ■ sik is not reduced,

then there exists an m, ISmSk, such that stl- ■ -Sim = slo- ■ ■sim_1.

Theorem 1.6. If W is a group generated by involutions sx,...,sn which satisfy

condition C, then W has a presentation

W = (si,...,sn: 0v,)n<>>

where % = 1 and ntj ̂  2 for all i andj.

Theorem 1.7 (Coxeter, §9.3 of [5]). If W is a finite group with the presentation

given in Theorem 1.6, then W is isomorphic to a finite group generated by reflections

in n-dimensional Euclidean space. If A is the root system constructed from W, then a

base II of A can be chosen so that the s¡ are fundamental reflections.

We see that the Weyl group of a BN pair is isomorphic to the Weyl group of a

root system in a very strong sense. Namely, the root system is given canonically,

and the involutions which generate the Weyl group of the ÄApair correspond under

the isomorphism to fundamental reflections with respect to some base of the root

system.

This strong isomorphism, Solomon's Lemma 1.3, and the Bruhat theorem will

permit the construction of a set 2 of subgroups of G, a group with a BN pair,

permuted by the Weyl group W and such that (W, S)s(IF, A). Thus the root

system associated with the Weyl group of a BN pair is firmly implanted in the

group.

An immediate consequence of 1.3 is that if w*^- • -sllc and l(w) = k, we may

unpeel A¿ as

A¿ = K, ^OVx), • • -, V ■ Sifaj}.

An analogue of 1.3 and of this unpeeling will be proved for (W, S) in 2.9 and 2.10.

While the geometrical properties of Weyl groups of FA pairs are used continually

in this paper, knowledge of the presentation of a Weyl group is also important. For

at one place in Chapter III we must appeal to the universal properties of groups

defined by generators and relations. Proposition 1 in Matsumoto's paper [11]

asserts that if W=<[st : z'e tl> satisfies the hypotheses of 1.6 and if ttcU, then Wn

(which is the subset of W whose elements have a reduced expression involving only
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the st e it) is a group whose generators, the j¿ e -n, satisfy condition C. Thus by 1.6

we have

Lemma 1.8. Let 7r£ If and Wn be the subgroup of W generated by the st e n. Then

Wn is a group with presentation

W„ = O, : (SiS,)^), iJe-Tf).

(Notation is the same as in 1.6.)

II. Finding a root system in a BN pair.   The following lemma is well known.

Lemma 2.1 (3.7 in [1]). If G has a BN pair (B, N) then G also has a BN pair

(B, N') where N' = (H', 7V> and H'=f)neN Bn. Moreover N'/H' = N/H.

Proof. Both N and 77' normalize 77' and so H'<¡N'. Since 77'sTi, 77'£ 5 n N'

= B n NH' = (B n N)H' = HH' = H'. G=(B, 7V>£<7i, 7v">=G. /Vn77' = 77 and

so

W = NI H = N/N n 77' s NH'/H' = N'/H'.

Thus W=N'/H' is still generated by involutions sx,...,sn, and 1.1(a) and (b)

follow because we may use the same coset representatives for IF in both N/H and

N'/H'.
Throughout this chapter we let G have a BN pair whose Weyl group IF=

(sx,..., sny is finite. We let A and II be the set of roots and a base for A respectively

which correspond to IF as described in Chapter I. Recall that st is identified with the

reflection which corresponds to z-j e II. Furthermore we assume that 77= (~)neN Bn

which does not alter the geometry in view of 2.1.

As mentioned in the introduction, some of the following results are probably

well known. I learned 2.5 from Clark Benson. We begin with two technical lemmas.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose l(SiW)>l(w). Then stBst n BwBw~li^B.

Proof. By 1.1(a) sßs^B u BstB. Thus if the lemma is not true, BstB n BwBw'1

j= 0. Hence

0 j= BwB n TiiiTiw £ TiwTi n Ti^wTi

by 1.2(c). By 1.2(a) w=s(w a contradiction.

Lemma 2.3 (3.8 in [1]). Suppose l(stw)>l(w). Then B n BS<W^B n Bw.

Proof. Br\B$iwçB.

w(B n Bsiw)w~l = wBw'1 n sßst £ B,   by 2.2.

ThusTinTi^sTJ".

Notice that since 77"" = 77 for all w e W, we have 77s B n Bw.

Lemma 2.4. B r< BW° = H (where w0(A+)=A~).
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Proof. Let we W and define a sequence wx, ..., wke W as follows. Let wx = w

and if h>( = vv0 let k = i. If not then by 1.3 there exists r¡ e U such that wfrf) > 0. Let

wi+i = wisj. Then by 1.3

l(wi + i) = ¡(WiSj) = n{w{Sj) = «0*0+1 = l(w/)+l.

By 1.4 this sequence terminates with wk = wQ.

By 2.3 and the fact that l{w) = l{w~1)

B n Bwo = Br\ Bw^ çin Bwï-i S • • • £ Bn B10!1 = Bn Bw'\

Thus //sun 5-0£n„ew(^n JO-fUi£"=#•

Lemma 2.5 (3.4 in [1]). Ifil(wsi)>l(w) then

B = {Bn BW){B n B**) = {Bn BS>)(B n Bw).

Proof. Since l(wst) > l(w), l(siw~1)>l(w'1) and 1.2(c) implies

B £ (s(Bsd(w-1Bw).

For b e B, write b=b'b" as in the above factorization. Then b' = bb"~1 e Bs>

n Bw'1Bw^B by 2.2. Hence b" = b'~lb e B also and the lemma follows.

Corollary 2.6. B={B n Bst){B n B™^) and B n Bwosi^H, ISiSn.

Proof. By 1.4 l{w0SiS/) = l{w0) > l(w0s/) for all /, and so the first assertion is just

2.5. If the second assertion were false then H=B n B^oh for some i. Thus by 2.5

we would have B=B n 5s.. This would contradict 1.1(b), the fact that B^Bsi.

It is now convenient to define the analogues in G of the fundamental roots,

A¿ and A¿.

Definition 2.7. Let Bi = BnBw<'su ISiSn. Let Bw=BnBw and Bñ=B

n Bw°w, weW.

Thus Bi = Bfl and BWoW = BZ, which is reasonable in view of A~={r,} and

A+   =A~

Lemma 2.8. IfiweWandrt e U, then

(a) r,eA¿ implies Bt^Bw,

(b) z-, e A¿; implies Bx n BW = H and B^BW.

Proof. First observe that for all weW, l{w0w) = l{w0)-l{w). (This follows by 1.3

and taking cardinalities in the following set equations: A~0W=A+— A~ and A~

ÇA+.) If r(eA+ for some fixed weW, 1.3 gives l{ws,) = l(w)+l. The opening

remark of the proof gives l(w0s/) = /(vv0) -1 and l(w0siw~1) = l(w0)-l{siw~1)

= l(w0) — l(w) — l=k say. Therefore if sh- ■ -sik is a reduced expression for m^w-1,

and if we let wj=sij- ■ -sikw, we must have l(wk)=l+l(w) and l(wj)=l + l(wj+x),

ISjSk—l since otherwise

/(*„)-1 = ¡(WoSi) = l(w1) < l(w)+k = l(w) + l(w0)-l(w)-l,
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a contradiction. 2.3 applied k times gives B n Bw"ÇzB n Bw and Br\Bwi<^B

r\Bwi*x, lèj^k-l. Thus we have Bt=B r\ Bwi^B n BW = BW. For (b) we have

77, n _B„ = 77 n Bwost nBw = (Bs< n Bw° n 77MS<)S'

£ (77 n Bwo)'t = 77

where the inclusion follows from 2.2 and the fact that l(siw~1) = l(wsi)=f(wsfsi) — l.

77,$77„ since 77,^77, (2.6).

Here follows the analogue of 1.3. The formulas are suggested by (4.17) and

(4.18) of [7].

Theorem 2.9. IfiweW and st is a fundamental generator then

(a) w(r,) > 0, equivalently l(wst) > l(w), implies B^Sl = 77,(77ü)sf and 77, n (B¿)'i = 77;

(b) w(r,) < 0, equivalently l(w) > /(wj¡), implies Bñ = 77,(77¿s¡)st and Bt n (Bñs)s> = 77.

Proof, (b) is immediate from (a). For (a), w(r,)>0 and so 2.8 gives 7?,£7iWoU,S|

=B~Si. Using the fact that for subgroups A, B, C with ,4£77, ,4(77 n C) = 77 n AC

we find

77™, = ü¿, n 7i = 77~Sl n (77,77,,)   by 2.6

= 77,(77,^ n Bs) = 77,(77s. n Bw<>" n 77)\

We analyze the last factor. From 2.2 it follows that 77s< n BW°WS^B which implies

B n Bwowczß n £s<. Thus

Í77s< n Ti^o"- n 77) = 77 n Ti^o™ = 77¿;

which proves the first assertion.

For the second,

77 £ 77, n (77")si = 77 n 5^ n £s. n 77VI

£ (j^o n 5)s< = 77si = 77.

Theorem 2.10. For weW, B=B^BW.

Proof. Let stl ■ ■ ■ sik be a reduced expression for w. Then l(w0sik) < l(w0) and

l(w0sik- ■ -sh) = l(w0)-l(sik- ■ -Si)

< l(w0)-l(sik---sij+1)

= l(w0sik---si¡+1),       1 új Úk-I.

We let Wf*=stf- ■ -sik, 1 Ikjikk. Then applying 2.9(b) k times

77 = Bw0

= Bik(Bñ0WkY«

= 77,k77,7_1(77-0M-1)^-1

= Bik- -Bf*(BW0W-sri.
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The last factor is just (BñoW-i)w = (B n BW~1)W = BW. We may collapse the first k

factors with 2.9(a) to find that they equal Bn.

Corollary 2.11. G=\JWEWBâw~1B.

Proof.

G =  U Bw~1B        by 1.2(a)
weW

= (JBñBww~lB   by 2.10

= U B^w-'B

since w{B n B^w-iczß.

To pin down the geometrical significance of the BN axioms we will finish this

chapter by showing that the root system lives inside G.

We define zZ = {wBiw'1 : ISiSn, we W}. Since H^B n Bwosi = Bx, this set is

well defined and for the same reason W permutes it via

w: w'BiW1'1 -> ww'Biw'~1w~1.

This permutation representation of IF is faithful since for each 1 ̂  w e W there

exists an r¡ £ II such that w(r¡)<0. By 2.9(b) wBiw-1^Bi. Thus (IF, 2) is a permu-

tation group.

Theorem 2.12. (W, S)s(W, A).

Proof. z-j^-Bj, ISiSn is a well-defined map. It suffices to show that w(r,)

-+ wBiW1 defines a one-to-one map of A onto S.

To show that it is a map we recall from Chapter I that every root is of the form

w(r/) and then observe that it suffices to show that w(ri) = rj implies wBiw~1 = Bj.

But w(r() = r¡ and wosjw(ri)>0 by 1.3 and so 2.8(a) used twice implies B^BW

and B¡ £ BWoS¡w. These in turn imply

wBtW'1 £ BnBw'1

and

wBiW'1 £ Bwl nBw°si.

Thus wBiw~1?zBj. The same argument applied to the equation w~1(r,)=ri shows

that w~1BpwçzBi. Hence Bj=wBiw~1.

The map is onto by definition of 2. To see that it is one-to-one it suffices to show

that wBtw~1=Bj implies w(r/)=rj. If wBiw~1=Bj=B n Bw«si then 5(£5n5M

and by 2.8 vv(r()>0. Moreover 5(£5 n Bw°siw and again 2.8 gives wosjw(ri)>0

which implies SjW(r/)<0. By 1.3 {ry}=A~ and so w(ri)=ri.

III. Modular representations of split BN pairs.

Definition 3.1. A finite group G is said to have a split BN pair of rank « at

characteristic p if G has a BN of rank «, Ç~\neN Bn = H, and B=XH, X<\B is a

yz-group and /F is an abelian /z'-group.
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Throughout this chapter G will usually denote a finite group with a split BN pair

of rank « at characteristic p and K will usually be an algebraically closed field of

characteristic p. As in the last chapter we will identify N/H= W with a finite group

generated by reflections whose root system will again be called A. The base IT of A

will again be chosen so that the reflections sT,reU correspond to the generators of

TV/77.
We will need to modify the construction of S, which was the root system trans-

planted to the group G, and this will be done by translating some of the results of

Chapter II into our new setting. To accomplish this translation we will need to

choose coset representatives of 77 in N because symbols such as wX, w e W do not

make sense. Thus for each w e W, we let (w) e N be such that (w)H=w. For the

time being {(w) : w e W} is a fixed but arbitrary set of coset representatives.

Whenever it is correct to do so, we will omit the parentheses from (w). For example

let iv e IF, « e 77. Since 77 normalizes X, x(w) = Xh(w). Thus we write Xw. Arguments

such as this which permit omission of parentheses will often be left to the reader.

Definition 3.2. Let Xt = Xn Xw°s<, l-gi£n. Let Xw = Xr\Xw and Xû = X

n Xwow, weW. Let F, = A7< and Y= A>.

As remarked after 2.7, Xt = X¡¡ and Xñ = XWoW. We introduce the two new

symbols since we will frequently make use of the negative of a fundamental root

and the set of negative roots.

Theorem 3.3. IfiweW and r, e LI then

(a) w(rt)>0, equivalently l(wSi)>l(w), implies XñSí = Xi(Xw)Si and Xt n (Xñ)*

= {l},

(b) w(z-,)<0, equivalently l(wst) < l(w), implies X^,=Xi(X^sy<- and X¡ O (Xüs¡)s>

= {1}.

Proof, (b) is immediate from (a). For any weW, BW = HWXW = HXW. Thus

Br\Bw = HXcs HXW 2 H(X n Xw).

Conversely if g e HX n HXW, there exist h, h! e 77, x,x'eX such that g=h'x'

= hxm. Thus x{w) = h~1h'x' is ap element in B and ^ contains allp elements of 77.

Thus x'=x(w) and g e H(X n Xw). We have shown BW = HXW.

Moreover 77 normalizes each intersection Xw.

These remarks and 2.9 allow the following computations.

HXwst = Bws, = 7?,(77^)s'

= Hx^x^yi = HXfx-y*.

77 = 77, n (77-)s.

= 77Z, n 77(Z¿)S< 2 77(Z¡ n (X¿Y<).

3.3 follows.

Theorem 3.4. For weW, X=X^XW and Xw o X¿ ={l}.
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Proof. Either translate the corresponding theorem from Chapter II 2.10 as we

did above or copy the proof of 2.10 appealing to 3.3 instead of 2.9.

Theorem 3.5. G={JweW X^w'1B and \JweW Xw(w)~1 is a set of coset rep-

resentatives ofiB in G. Also Xwo n B={1}.

Proof. By 2.11 G= tj«*w B~w-1B=(J X'Hw-1B=(j X^w-'B. Suppose

x e Xñ, x' e Xn- and

x(w)-1B = x,(w,)~1B.

Then by the Bruhat Theorem 1.2 w=w' and so

(w)x~1x'(w)-1 e B n (X^)w'x = Bn Xw~' n Xw».

But the p-group Bn Xwo £ B n Bwo = H which is a/z'-group. Thus B n Jfwo={l}.

Hence x = x'.

Theorem 3.6. Let 2 be the set of W conjugates of the Xt's 1 SiSn. Then (W, 2)

is a permutation group under

w: w'Xiw'~l -* ww'Xiw'~1w~1

and Xf'1 ^- w(r¡) defines an isomorphism (W, 2)s(W, A).

This is translated from 2.12 just as the preceding results were.

It is immediate from 1.1(a) that B u Bs,B is a subgroup for each st e U. Moreover

from 3.5 we see that {1} u Xfa) is a set of coset representatives of B in B u BstB.

Now if 1/xeXj, then (si)-1x(si)e Y^X™*. Xwo n B={1} and so (s,)-1x(si)

^BsiB=XiH(s/)X. Hence we write

(si)-1x(si) = /1(x)/zi(x)0,)gi(x),   for 1 ï xe Xt

where fi(x) e Xt, ht(x) e H and gLx) e X.

fi is a function from Xi — {1} into itself since fi(x)(s/)B is just the coset of B to

which x^ belongs, and if fi(x) = 1 then x(s<> e H(s¡)X. This would imply that

x(s/) e (Si)H(s/)Xç=B contrary to the Bruhat Theorem 1.2. ht is a function for if

h,h'eH are such that

x<*.> =/(x)/z(i()gi(x) = fi(x)W(si)gi(x)

then sf1h~1h'si is a/z'-element in X and so h = h'. Similarly g, is a function.

Finally/ is a permutation of Xt — {1}. For if/(x) =/(x'), x, x' e X^—{1},

WWW = gi(x)-1O0-1«i(x)-1/zi(x')O0fi(^')

is in 5 n Y^Bn Xwo={1}. This means that x=x'. We can now make the following

Definition 3.7. The ith structural equation 1 SiSn is

(si)-1x(sl) = /(x)«i(x)(íi)g¡(x),       1 ¥= xeX¡

where/ is a permutation of ^-{1}, and hK and gt are functions from Xt—{1} to H

and X respectively.
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Let St = <[X, y,> and notice that «,(x)(i,) e S, for all x e A",—{1}. Thus we may

choose a coset representative (j,) of i, to lie in St. We will do this and at the same

time we will let (woSl) = (w0)(si).

From the structural equation and the root system, the representation theory

will now blossom forth. The entire weight element approach is suggested in [7].

Background in representation theory may be found in [9].

Definition 3.8. Let G have a split BN pair of rank « at characteristic/z, and.let K

be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. A nonzero element m in a KG

module M is called a weight element if there exist a linear K representation x of B

and scalars pu 1 ̂ /^« such that

bm = x(b)m,       be B

Xi(si)~1m = ptm, l ¿ i ¿ m,

where Xi = JiWEW¡ x. The (« +1)-tuple (x, H-i, ■ ■ ■, H-n) is called a weight.

Theorem 3.9. Let G have a split BN pair of rank « at characteristic p; let K be an

algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Then

(a) every KG module M contains a weight element,

(b) if me M is a weight element, then KGm = KYm (where Y= Xwo),

(c) if M and M' are irreducible KG modules with weight elements m, m' of weight

(x, Pi,. ..,pn), Of*. Mi, • • -, ¿O respectively, then x = X and m<=*f4, l^iân implies

that M%M',

(d) if M is an irreducible KG module with weight element m, then the subspace of

invariants of M\x is Km. Thus M has a unique weight element up to scalar multiple.

Parts (a)-(c) of this theorem assert the same facts as 4.1(a)-(c) of [7]. Part (d)

was taken from p. 239 of Steinberg's Lectures [15], and it replaced a weaker result

in the original manuscript. The proof of each part of 3.9 follows its respective

source in outline, and where the details of our proof differ from those in [7] or [15]

it is because the commutator relation is not available to us. We break the proof

down into a series of lemmas.

Recall that since X is a normal /z-subgroup of 77, it is contained in the kernel of

every irreducible K representation of 77. Thus if x is a linear K representation of 77,

so is xh^-x(xh(w''~1), weW. Moreover since 77 is abelian hw for we IF is well

defined. Thus we define xw- xh^-x(xhw'x) a linear representation of 77.

Lemma 3.10. Let M be a KG module and O^me M afford a linear representation

X ofiB. Then for w e W, X^(w)~1m affords xw (hence affords the trivial representation

ofX).

Proof. Let heH. Since 77normalizes Xñ we have

hX^(w)~1m = X^h(w)~1m

= ^-(wy^-'m

= x^-jX^wY^m.
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Since B=XH, it suffices to show that X^(w)~1m affords the trivial representation

of X. Let x0 6 X. By 3.4 X=X^XW, Xû n Xw=l and so for each xe Xû there

exist unique x' e Xñ, x" e Xw such that x0x=x'x". We claim that x -> x' is a per-

mutation of Xü ; for if xx, x2 e Xñ are such that x0x1=xix1 and x0x2 = jc2x2 and

x'i=x'2 then

x2   Xi = x2 xx e Xw n xw = {l).

Thus Xi = x2. With this permutation we may compute

x0Xû(w)~1m =  2 x0x(w)~1r*m

= 2 x'x"(w)-1m
X=X-

= '2tx'(w)-1m   since (w)Xw(w)'1 £ X

= X-(w)-'m

since x -> x' is a permutation of Xñ.

Lemma 3.11. Every KG module M contains a weight element.

Proof. Since X is in the kernel of every irreducible 5-submodule of M and since

B/X^His abelian, there exists 0 + meM which affords some linear representation

X on B. For all w e IF consider elements of the form Xû(w)~1m, and among those

that are nonzero choose one for which l(w) is maximal. We show that this XñtyY^-m

is a weight element.

By 3.10 Xw{w)~1m affords xw on B. If r¡ e A¿ for some rt e U, then

Xud~l-ZZW-lm = X}(si)-1X^(st)(si)-»-1m

- jfo,fo)-1t>)-1'»   by 3.3(a)
(3,12) = X^iws^hm

= x(h)^wst(wsi)~lm

where h = (ws/)(si) " 1(w) ~1 e H. But l{ws¡) > l{w) and so maximality of l(w) among the

nonzero Xñ(w)~1m forces

r&)-iJË(n')~1M = o.

If r¡ e A¿; for some r¡ e ft, then

Üsr'Xñ&y1™ = Zfrd-VfydEWK")"1**   by 3.3(b)

Xt\l+J, fiixMxXSiMx)
i*

X^fay^w)-1™   by 3.7

«f„ = *.[    2    /z^lOO^OO"1^)-1«» by 3.10 and 3.7
(3.13) [i**:*^, J

= [ 2 Xtt(«.(*))] ^(^,)s'(w) - ̂  by 3.10

= f   2     xw(hi(x))]xUw)^m by 3.3(b).
[lstÄ^eX, J

Thus Xñ{w)~1m is a weight element.
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This proves 3.9(a). 3.12 and 3.13 are computations which are used again. The

next lemma proves part (b).

Lemma 3.14. Let (x, pu ..., pn) be a weight (associated with some weight element).

Then there exists a function (3/: G -> KY, depending only on the weight itself, such

that whenever m is a weight element of weight (x, Pi, ■ ■., pn)

gm = <&(g)m,   for g eG.

Proof. It suffices to define Of on {(w) : w e IF} for if this is done, we may use the

decomposition G=(JweW F(w)77 and define %! as follows. For all geG fix an

expression g=y(w)b, ye Y,beB. Define &(g) = x(b)y^((w)). Clearly <3t fulfills the

requirements of the theorem.

We define <& on {(w)} by induction on l(w). If l(w) = 0, w=l and ^(1)=1. For

l(w) = 1, w=Si for some i. The z'th structural equation 3.7 gives

tofc)-1*^) = (SÙ+     2    (Si)MxMx)(Si)gi(x).
lix;xeXt

If «i is any weight element of weight (x, pi, ■ ■ ■, pn) then

x((Si)2)pim = (í,)(sO-1^i(íi)ffJ

= (sdm + xttsd2)    2     Xs'(«iW)(/W)<s')"1^.
lix;xeXt

Thus we define

vm) = x(fe)2)U-  2 x^Mxmix))^-1]
ííx;xeX,

which is in 7<y¡c7s:y.

Suppose we W and that <& has been defined on all elements in IF of strictly

shorter length. Since l(w) > 1 there is a fundamental root r, e A ~. Then i(ws¡) < l(w).

(w)m = (w)(j,)-1(ii)w

= (w)(î,)-W(j,)«î

= <&{s^i^-\w)(s^ím

= x(hW(sd^w)'^(wsdm

where h = (wsl)-x(w)(s,)-1. Since &(st) e/CF, and since Y¡'w~1 = Xf _1£ Y we may

define

<Sf((w)) = x(hW(sdl'l*w)~1(Si(\Md).

Corollary 3.15. If two irreducible KG modules M, M' contain weight elements

m, m' of the same weight (x, Pi, ■ ■ -, /-<■„), then they are isomorphic.

Proof. Since KY^KK© rad KY, we may follow the <& defined in 3.14 by the

projection onto K to get a function /: G -> K which depends only on the weight
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itself and has the property that for any weight element m of weight (x, Pi, ■ ■ -, pn)

gm = f(g)m (mod rad KYm),      g eG.

For all g e G define <j>(gm)=gm'. Let

U = $yèggm:2iUm' = 0\.

Uisa submodule of M. Irreducibility implies U=0 or M. If the latter occurs then

there exist scalars f9 e K such that

m = 2 £°gm   and   ° = 2 £>£m-

Since AT^A© rad AT,

I=2à/(S)   and   0 = 2¿9/(áf)

a contradiction. Thus t/=0 and ^ extends to a well-defined map M -> AF. Knowing

this it is obviously a nonzero homomorphism, and irreducibility implies that it is an

isomorphism.

Proof of 3.9(d). Let M be an irreducible KG module with weight element m.

Then by 3.9(b) M=KYm = Km © (rad KY)m. Following Steinberg we first show

that Xiis/)-^rad AT)m£(rad KY)m, for iefl.

Since X= Xu Xw with w = w0SiW0 we have

Y = Xwo = X¡i{Xw° n Xw°s>).

For ye Y write y=yty'i according to this factorization of Y. Then

X,(Si)-iy = Xtisd-iyri

= XiistWt since vís''e A,

= XtyUst)-1 with y'/ = y?V e Xwo n Xwo°>

= 2 yi^xiSi)'1   where y(x) e Xw« n XwoH
xeX,

and where the last equality follows since the map x-^-x' defined by xv¡' = v(x)x',

y(x) e XV, n Xwo and x' e Xu is a permutation of Xt. (See proof of 3.10.) Thus

Xi(si)-1(l-y)m=  2 (I-y(x))x(sl)~1me (rad KY)m
xeXi

proving that (rad AF)zn is stable under multiplication by X^s/)'1.

Now suppose some m'^m affords the 1 representation of X. Then as M=Km

© (rad KY)m we may assume that zn' e (rad KY)m. Since His abelian and normal-

izes X we may assume that m! affords a linear representation of B. By multiplying

m! by suitable X^s/)'1 as in Lemma 3.11 we can construct a weight element zn"

which must be in (rad KY)m. Using irreducibility of M and 3.9(b) we see that

M = Ayzn"£(rad KY)m, a contradiction.
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The last sentence of 3.9(d) is now immediate from the definition of weight element.

This completes the proof of 3.9.

We are now concerned with finding the possible weights and weight elements. The

next lemma tells us where to look.

Lemma 3.16. If G is any finite group, H any subgroup and K any field, then every

irreducible KG module is contained in a module induced from an irreducible KH

module.

Proof. Let M be an irreducible KG module and let N be the top factor module

in some composition series for M\H. Then HomM (M\H, 7V)#0. We claim that

Horn*« (M\H, N) ~ Horn™ (M, N°).
K

The map </>: HomfH (M\H, N) -* Hom^ (M, NG) defined by

4>(f)(tn) = 2gi®f(gt-'m)

for fie Horn (M\H, N), me M and {#,} a set of left coset representatives of 77 in G,

and the map tt*: HomKG (M, Na) -> Hom^ (M\H, N) defined by

**(/):m^2<S>®m^?imi>       fe HomK (M, N°)

are K linear maps which are inverses of each other. Thus HomKa (M, Na)^0.

Since M is irreducible any nonzero homomorphism/: M'-> Na embeds M in 7VG.

In light of 3.16 we will confine our search for weights and weight elements to KG

modules which are induced from irreducible (hence linear) representations of 77.

This is the main theorem.

Theorem 3.17. Let G be a finite group with a split BN pair of rank « at character-

istic p, and let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let 5, = <A', F,>

for ie II.

(a) Let m afford a linear representation x of B and let 7r1 = {z e II : xw° \st— 1}

where 77, = 77n 5,. Every weight element in (KmB)G determines a subset tt^ttx, and

distinct (i.e., nonproportional) weight elements determine distinct subsets of ' -nx. If a

weight element mK e (KmB)a determines 7r£7r1, then it has weight

(—1    ifiewi — TT
(xw°,v-i,---,Pn)   where pt = \ .

(   0   otherwise

and has the form

mn =  2 "xoo^Xwo^Wow)-1 ®m

where the a's are nonzero scalars.

(b) Every weight element in (KmB)° generates an irreducible submodule. Thus each

(KmB)a has a multiplicity free socle.

(c) Suppose that (st) can be chosen in A", Y¡X¡, 1 ̂  i^ «. Let m, x and ttx be as in (a).
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Then for every 7r£7r1 there exists a weight element in (KmB)G of weight

I     ifieirx—Tr

0   otherwise

and if the (w) are suitably chosen that weight element is

mn = 2 X^Jyvow)-1 <g>m.
weW

Remarks. If we could show that each XtH u Y,77.s, Y, was a group, then by

using a structural equation argument (3.7) we could choose the (s¡) e Y, F,,*",

making the additional hypothesis of 3.17(c) superfluous. The most we can conclude

from 3.7 as it stands is that the (s,) may be chosen in Y, YtX. Both Curtis and Stein-

berg use this mobility of the (st) to prove the existence of weight elements (see 4.1(d)

of [7] and p. 238 of [15] respectively).

3.17(b) is new information about the groups considered in [7]. However for the

Chevalley groups, Steinberg states that the weight elements of 3.17(c) (viewed as

part of KG) generate irreducible modules and he gives a proof in the rank one case.

Note that 3.17(a) says that if (A, px,..., pn) is a weight then (a) X\Hi^ 1 implies

that Pi=0; and (b) p^O implies p¡= - I. Given the added hypothesis of 3.17(c),

3.17(c) says that given any («+l)-tuple (X, px,..., pn) that satisfies these two

conditions there exists a weight element of that weight.

The proof of 3.17(a), which will be dissected into numerous lemmas, involves a

close examination of the induced module M = (KmB)G. Since (JwsW Y~(w)_1 is a

set of coset representatives of 77 in G (3.5), M has a K basis

U {x(w)-1 ®m : xeXû).
weW

We choose (s,) e S, and (w0i,) = (w0)(j,) which is justified by the discussion following

3.7.

Lemma 3.18. The subspace of invariants of M\x is the linear span of Xñ(w)~1

(g> m, w e W.

Proof. First observe that

M\x = © 2 {linear span of x(w)'1 (g m, x e Y~}
WEW

due to the linear independence of the x(w) '1 (g «z's and due to the fact that each

summand is an Y module. This follows from X= XñXw (3.4) and (w)Xw(w)'1^X.

Thus it suffices to show that the invariant subspace of (x(w) ~x (g m, x e Xñ) is just

KX~(w)-i <g>m. But if

m0 =   2  axX(w) ~1 (8) m

is such that xm0 = m0 for all x e X then

2 axx'x(w)~i (g) m = 2 axX(w)~l (g) m
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for all r'el;. Thus ax,-i* = ax for all x, x' e Xñ which shows that all of the o^'s

are equal. Thus zn0 is a scalar multiple of X^(w)~1 ® m. X^(w)~1 ® m is an X

invariant by 3.10.

Lemma 3.19. If m0e M affords a linear representation X of B, then

«»0=2 twXwbvY1 ® m
WEW

and

<*w(xw(h) - A(A)) = 0,       weW,heH.

(Recall m affords \-)

Proof. Ais in the kernel of any linear representation of B; thus the first assertion

follows from 3.18. The last assertion follows by comparing coefficients in the

following equation.

2 Xihyx^Jw)'1 ®m = X(h)m0 = hm0
weW

= 2 ^"W"1 ®/2m_i«i
weW

=   2   «^(«ÄOFT1®™.
weW

Lemma 3.20. If the m0 of 3.19 is a weight element of weight (A, px,..., pn), and

z-j e II, then

(a) z-¡eA + implies awpi = 0.

(b) rt e Aj implies

ccwPi = ccJ    2    Xw(hi(x))]+aws¡Kiw
\_l*x\xeXi J

where Kiw=x((ws/)(s/) " \w) "l)/0.

Proof. Again we compare coefficients in

2 "wPiXwi™)'1 ® m = z^o = Â^ij)"^

=      2     ccwX(si)-1X^(w)-1 ®m
w;w(ri)>0

+     2     ccnXiisd-'Xñiw)-1 ®m
w;w(Ti)< 0

= 2 awK^X^iws/)-1 ® zn

+2<*4     2     Xw(hi(x))]x^(w)-1 ®m   by 3.12 and 3.13
[lïx-.xeXi J

=      2      \awSiKiw + aJ     2     X^iC^llAJÍH')-1 ®zn
u>;u>(r,)<0 [ [l¿x;xeX¡ JJ

by a change of variable in the first sum.
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Before determining the aw's we prove two useful results about the sums

2xw(hi(x)).

Lemma 3.21. Let x be any linear K representation of B and let w e W, z*, e II be

such that w(z-j) < 0. Then either

Xw = xws>   or       2       Xw(hi(x)) = 0.
l*x;xeX{

Proof. We work inside of M=(KmB)G. Lemma 3.10 implies that X^!(w)~1 (g m

affords xw on B and Xi(si)-1X^(w)-1 (g m affords xw$l- But 3.13 implies

J¿W1IÍ(w)-1 (g m = \     2     Xw(hi(x)j\ X^w)-1 <g> m
{lïx-.xeXi J

and the result follows.

Corollary 3.22. Let 77, = S,n77 and suppose 77,£kerx for all r, e7r£ll.

Then for all w e W%, xw = X and in particular w " 1Hiw £ ker x, i e rr.

Proof. Induction on l(w). Suppose the lemma is true for all words in Wn which

are shorter than w e W„. By 1.8 and 1.3 there exists z-, e tt such that w(rt) <0 and

l(wst)<l(w). By induction 77,s< = 77, £ ker xwa>- Thus

-1=       2     Xws'(hi(xy>) = Zxw(ht(x))-
x¿ l;*eX,

By 3.21, xw = Xws' which equals x by induction.

Lemma 3.23. Let St = {X, F,> and 77, = S, n 77. 7/x « a linear K-representation

of B such that x\h\¥: 1, zAe«

2      *(*,(*)) = 0.

This result is due to Curtis ; one or two details in the proof differ due to the different

axiom scheme.

Proof. Let G, = 77 u BsiB, and let xS| afford a KB module Km. Since 3.5 implies

that Y,(i,)_1 u {1} is a set of left coset representative of 77 in G¡, the same analysis

as that used in 3.18 and 3.19 shows that the only possible G, weight elements in

(Km)Gi are of the form

al <g m+ßX^St)'1 (g m,       a,ßeK.

(Weight element here means a nonzero element which affords a linear representa-

tion of 77 and is an eigenvector for Y^j,)-1.)

If xs' t¿ x then 3-21 shows that 21#*;*sX¡ xs'(«,(x))=0. Thus ^(s,)-1 <g m affords

X on 77 and 3.13 and 3.21 show that Y,^,)-1^,^,)"1 <g «j=0. On the other hand

if XS|=x tnen "1 ® w+ßX^s/)'1 (g m affords x on 77 and

Xjßd'Hpl ® w+jSY,^,)-1 ® iw) = [«-1-/3     2     Xs'(",(x))l W_1 <8> "J
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by 3.13. Thus a and ß can be chosen so that this last term is zero. Hence there exists

a G¡ weight element of weight (x, 0). Hence there exists an irreducible AG¡ module of

weight (x, 0) (which may be constructed by factoring out a submodule of {Km)G*

which is maximal with respect to not containing the weight element).

Let M' be this irreducible AG¡ module with weight element m' of weight (x, 0).

We claim that the space of invariants of M'\x has dimension 1. It is at least 1 since

m' affords the one representation of X. If it were greater than 1, then by embedding

M' in some (KmB)Gi (3.16) and analyzing the invariants of (KmB)G>\x just as in 3.18

we would see that the space of X invariants was just A(l ® m) + K(Xl(si)'1 (g> m)

which would mean that 1 (g) zn e M'. This would imply that M' = (A«zB)G' which

contradicts the fact that the dimension of the induced module is | X/\ +1 while the

dimension of M' is less than or equal to \X\ (see proof of 3.14). Thus the space of

elements in M' which afford the one representation of Yt = Af> is one dimensional

also.

We claim that (s/)~1m' e(rad KY/)m'. (s,)_1«i' affords the one representation

of F,. The proof of 3.14 shows that KGim' = KYim' and so since YíSSíSGí,

KStm^KYw'. Since AT, = A© rad AT¡, either (radATO^VO or else KSfri

=KYim! is one dimensional. If the latter alternative occured, the fact that HiSS,

and xU,^ 1 would imply that S¡ had a linear A-representation which was not the

one representation. This cannot happen as St is generated by its /z-elements and as 1

is the only pnth root of 1 in A. Hence (rad Ay¡)»íV0 and there exists v e rad AT¡

such that zzznVO and (1 — y)vm' = 0 for all v e Y'. Thus vm affords the one repre-

sentation of Fj. By the last sentence of the preceding paragraph and the second

sentence of this paragraph we have the claim.

Since m' is of weight (x, 0) we have

o = (sd-KsdXfcd-W

= WW+      2     xHh&WiixWO-'m'
xeXf.lïx

by 3.7. Thus

2     ^'(".MX/i«)0'' " V « - OO "l«' 6 (rad KY/)m'.
l-tx\xeXi

Since Y i is a/z-group 2xs'(w.W) = 0 and the lemma follows.

We can now determine the weight elements in (Km)G. Recall that «i afforded x on

B and that if m0 was a weight element in (Km)°, it was of the form

«»0=2 "»^»"W"1 ®m-
weW

We now assume this «i0 is a fixed weight element in (A«z)G of weight (A, px,..., pn).

3.24. a„,0^0 and hence m0 affords xw°, i.e. A = xw°.

Proof. If a„0 = 0 then 3.20(b) shows that «„,„„=0 for all i. Using 3.20(b) again

and again in this way, we conclude that ^=0 for all w and hence zn0=0, a contra-

diction. The second assertion follows by 3.19.
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Let zn0 be normalized by setting aWo = 1 and let

7r0 = {/en :x"°k# 1},

7^ = {/eu :xM°k = I}-

3.25. pi^O implies p¡= -I, xw°\h,= 1 and <*„,„,, = 0.

Proof. w0ii(z-,)>0 implies a„oS(=0 by 3.20(a). w0(r,)<0 and «„,„,,=0 and 3.20(b)

imply

«W*i = «*„     2     Xw°(hi(x)) + 0.
l*x:xex,

Since Pij^O, 3.23 implies that xu,°|h1= 1 which in turn implies that p%= — 1 by the

same equation.

Thus Pi=0 for all i e tt0. For i e ttx 3.20(b) shows that

That is, pi +1 = aWo$t. (Recall KiWo = 1 since we choose (w0j,) = (w0)(jj).) Thus for

ie-TTX, Pi=0 (-1) if and only if «„,,¡,,= 1 (0) by 3.25.

We define

■n = {i e ttx : aWoSt = 1} = {/ eirx : pi = 0}.

Summarizing we have

3.26. i e 770 implies pt=0.

i e it implies pt=0 and a„oSl = 1.

ie-rrx—TT implies /x,= — 1, a„,oS,=0 and X™»\H=\.

We have shown so far that the weight element m0 determines a subset n of nx and

that this subset determines the weight. 3.27 finishes the proof of 3.17(a) by showing

that the scalars aw which give m0 are defined in terms of nothing but n.

3.27. (a) aWoW is a fixed nonzero scalar for w e Wn, which is defined only in terms

of 77 and the Kiw's. (See 3.20 for definition.)

(b) aW0W=0ifwt Wn.

Proof of (a). Induction on the length of w. For words of length 0 or 1, 3.27(a)

is true by 3.24 and 3.26 respectively. Assume w e IF, has length / and assume 3.27(a)

true for all shorter words in Wn. By 1.8 and 1.3 there exists r, e 77 such that w(rt) < 0.

Thus l(ws/)<l(w) and n^ws^r,) < 0. By induction aw¡¡WSi #0. 3.19 implies xw"WSt = X

= XW° which gives xWoU,s'U, = 1- BY 3.20(b)

Ww0ws, = «wowJ      2      Xw°wH"i(*))l+«./WÄou>v
lx*l;x<;X¡

p¡ = 0 and the sum is just - 1. Thus aWoW = (I/KiWoU1Si)aWolBSi.

Proof of (b). We show ^,,„=0 if w xt Wn by induction on the length of w. For

l(w) = 1 then h' = í¡ for i e either ttx — n or 7r0. In the former case a„oSl=0 by 3.26 and

in the latter, 3.20(b), pi = 0 and 2 Xw°(hi(x))=0 combine to show ce„,oSl=0.
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Now suppose l(w)> 1, w $ Wn and that «^„,=0 for all w e W— WR of shorter

length. By 1.3 there exists rt e U such that wO"i)<0.

(i) If rt e-nx — TT, then p¡= — 1, w0w{r/)>0 and 3.20 combine to give aWoU1=0.

(ii) If r{ e tt0 we use 3.20(b) which asserts

(*) "w„w J Pi-      2     XWoWS'(hi(x))] = aW0WKiW0WS¡.
x*l;xeX, J

If aw0wsi = 0 then «„,„„, = 0 automatically by (*). If a„oU,S(#0 then 3.19 implies

xw0wsl=^wg ancj so tne sum 2 ^ou'si(«((x)) = 0 by 3.23 and the definition of tt0.

Thus ccMoW=0 by (*).

(iii) If z-j e tt then ws¡ $ Wn since w $ W„. Moreover l(ws/)<l(w) by 1.3. This with

(*) implies that aWo„ = 0. The proof of 3.27 is complete.

We now prove 3.17(b). Let M=(Km)a where m affords a linear representation

X of B and let mn e M be some weight element of weight (xw°, px, ■.., pn). By factor-

ing out a submodule of AG«z„ maximal with respect to noncontainment of «z„ we

see that there exists an irreducible module M' of weight (%w°, px,..., pn). By 3.16

we can embed M' in a AG module induced from a linear B module, say (Azn')G

where m affords A on B. From 3.17(a) all weight elements in (Km')° afford Xwo on B

so that we may assume A = x and m=m'. Also by 3.17(a) no two linearly independent

weight elements in M = (Kmf have the same weight so that mn must belong to the

irreducible submodule of M which is isomorphic to A/'. Thus m„ generates that

irreducible module.

That the socle of (A«z)G is multiplicity free is now immediate from 3.17(a),

3.9(d) and what has been proved of (b). This completes the proof of 3.17(b).

To prove 3.17(c) we need an auxiliary result due to Curtis (see p. 198 of [7]).

Lemma 3.28. Let 7r£n and suppose that the (s/) can be chosen in XíYíX¡. Then

the coset representatives (w) of we Wn can be chosen so that if w, w' e Wn

{wXw'Xww'y1 eHn = iHf :r,eTr,we W„}.

Proof. For this proof only, we use a different notation for the coset representa-

tives corresponding to fundamental reflections. Let £: A-> IF be the natural map.

By hypothesis there exists ot e Xt YiX, such that Í(ct¡)=j¡. So for ie-rryve define

H/ = <aiCT(' : Si = £i>0 = « °u o'teNn X^X/).

H/çzHnSi since ¿f=l and A^A^S,. Since H is abelian (H't)w, we IF is well

defined and so we define

K = ({H{r :ieTT,weWK}.

Note that H'^H„, (H„ being defined in the statement of 3.28). Notice that

o-j e A n A, YtXi such that £(o-()=s¡ normalizes H'n for all i e n. Define

JV„ = <»*„/£: is*).
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Then H'n<\Nn. Since N^zN, the inclusion map followed by £ gives <p: Nn-^ N/H

= W and 77, £ ker <p so that we have 95* : Nn/H'% -*■ W. Im <p* = Wn since IF,

= <i, : i e 7T>. If we can show that

is an isomorphism then we can pick our coset representatives for Wn from A/„. It

will follow that for w, w' e Wn, and (w), (w'), (ww') e Nn mapping onto w, w', ww'

respectively under 95*, we have (w)(w')(ww')~1 e H^HZ.

To prove cp* is an isomorphism we use 1.8, the fact that Wn has a presentation

W„ = <i, : (SiSjY'iJJeTr}

«„ = 1 and «¡y ̂ 2 for i=¿j. For each i e 77 define 0(j¡) = ct,77¿ where ote N n X¡ YtXt

and £(ct¡)=s¡. This coset is well defined by the definition of 77,'. For all i e 77,

CTi77¿c7¡77í = o2H'n = H'n.

Thusxu(s¿2 = H'n = xu(l)-

Suppose « is an even integer ä 2. Then the relation (£¡5,)" = 1 is equivalent to

W2^)-"'2 = ¿i.

Thus (sisj)nl2(ri)= ± r, by Chapter I. By 3.6 and the choice of oK e Y, F,Y, we have

(o^yi^^o,)-«'2 e XtYtXt or Y^Yu

and, letting this element by o[, £(<r,') = í¡. In any event o[ e A/, (for if o[ e Y{Xj F, then

(a'i)-1o'to'i = o'ie(YiXiYiy< = XiYiXi). The definition of H'n implies that a¡ and o[

differ by something in 77¿ and so (oiH¡[ojH'n)n = H'„. A similar argument reaches the

same conclusion if « is odd.

We have shown that the </>(j,)'s satisfy the relations which define Wn, and thus xu

extends to a homomorphism

</,*: Wn^Nn/Hn

which happens to be the inverse of 95*. This completes the proof of 3.28.

Proof of 3.17(c). Let m afford x on 77,7r0 = {/ e n : xwo\Hi^\} and

■ni = {ie II : xw°\h, = 1}   and   7r £ nv

We choose coset representatives of 77 in N so that (j,) e Sh (w0st) = (wo)(Si) and so

that the conclusion of 3.28 is valid. Then we show that

m* = 2 ^owKwoXw)]-1 <g«z
weW„

is a weight element of weight

,   „ , f-1.       ie-TTi-TT
Oi'.fi.w,  rt = i   A     ..

I,   0,   otherwise.
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xmn=mn by 3.18 and by 3.22 xw°w = Xw° f°r all we Wn which means that mn affords

XMo on B.

Let r, £ 7T. w(r/) > 0 for all w e Wn by 1.3. Thus w0w(r() < 0 for all w e Wn. With the

3.13 and 3.22 we compute

Xi(s/)~1mn =   2   Xw°(hi(x))mn= -m„   ifrtewl-n
l*x
xeX,

= 0 if r¡e tt0.

When z-j e w we copy the computation in the proof of 3.20 making these changes.

All aw's appearing there are 1. In our situation A,„ = xM°(0v's0O0~10v)~1) = l dv

3.28 and the fact that rF^Çker xw° (3.22). Again by 3.22 2x*i-.xext xw°w(hi(x))= -1,

w e Wn. With this information the computation in 3.20 shows A,(s¡)-1«»ji=0. This

completes the proof of 3.17.

Remark. We will show that the weight elements obtained here are the same as

those found in [7]. Let E be an idempotent in KH which affords a linear repre-

sentation x of H, and let ■nÇz7Tl = {ri e If : xU,= !}• In [7] it is proved that

mn = 2 Äu,£(w>-1m>o)Ä
tee»,

is a weight element in AG of weight

1       if Z-j 6 7^— TT
ix,Pu--, Pn), Pt = ,

0   otherwise.

Observe that Xw = X~oW. By 3.22 XW = X for w e Wn. Thus E{w'1w0) = {w-1w0)Ewo.

Hence

mn =  2 Xwowiw-'wô^E^X.
weW„

But EW°X e KB affords xw° on B and mn e KG <S)KB KB; so «j, can be identified with

the weight element in 3.17(c).

We close this chapter with some remarks about the degrees of the absolutely

irreducible modular representations and about the block structure.

Theorem 3.29. Let G and K satisfy the hypotheses of 4.1 of [7]. (These amount to

the hypotheses of our 3.17 plus a commutator relation plus the existence of subgroups

XiH\J XiHSiXi. The hypotheses of 3.17 will suffice for the inequality on the right.)

Let m be a weight element of weight (x, px, ■ ■ ■, pn) and

v = {i e n : pi = 0 andx\Hi = 1},

■n' = {ie n : fit = -1 andx\nt = !}•

Then \ Xw„.\ S dim KGm S \XñnWo\ where wn (mv) is the word of maximal length in

Wn (Wn).
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The orders of the subgroups X¿n and XñnWo are computable in the case of the

Chevalley groups. See Solomon's paper [12].

The right-hand inequality is proved by showing w„m=m (using the definition

of weight elements and structural equations), by factoring Y=(Xñ„Wo)w°(Xw~„)w><

(using 3.4) and then using 3.9(b). The left-hand inequality is proved by finding a

subgroup G„. of G which satisfies the hypotheses of 4.1 [7], showing that KGnm

sKGm is a Gn- module of dimension \Xwn.\ (by Theorem 4, [8]).

For background on blocks see §§86-88 of [9].

Theorem 3.30. If G is a rank one BN pair of characteristic p, then there are

exactly \CH(X)\ blocks of full defect and exactly one of defect zero. If G is simple

then CH(X)=l, and there is exactly one block of full defect.

Proof. That there is exactly one block of defect zero is 1.5(f) of [7]. By a result

of Green [10] defect groups are always Sylow intersections. One easily checks that

X is /z-Sylow in G and that it is a 77 set. Thus all uncounted blocks have full defect,

and the number of these is just the number of/^-regular conjugate classes of full

defect. The number of such classes is easily checked to be |CH(Y)|.

The last statement follows since CH(X)<¡G. And this is easily checked by using

the structural equation to show that N centralizes CH(X).

The block structure for split BN pairs of characteristic p and rank greater than

one appears to be more complicated. According to Curtis' Theorem 4 of [8] there

is still exactly one block of defect zero. We quote a result of Conlon [4]. Let G be a

finite group, P a /z-subgroup and K an algebraically closed field of characteristic p.

Then Conlon's Theorem says that if L is a KN(P) module belonging to a N(P)

block e, with defect group P, then there exists an indecomposable direct summand

of LG which belongs to the G block E, where E corresponds to e under the Brauer

correspondence. Since Y<177 and 77 is abelian, all blocks of 77 have Y as a defect

group. Hence Conlon's result together with 3.17 implies that for every linear

representation x of 77, there exists an irreducible module of weight (x, pi,---, pn)>

for some pi's, belonging to a block of full defect.
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